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ON THE WEB.:
Seeking tax Information on the Web can seem like a scavenger hunt, but the list of sites
provided with this article clues readers In to the most likely sources for obtaining answers.
DC aAT E
DENNIS R. SCHMIDT and WILLIAM F. YANCEY, CPAs
ax professionals are becoming
T more Web-savvy each year. Accessto the Internet is ubiquitous, and
awareness of the Web's potential for
information g thering and shar-
ing is increasing. Publishers, software developers,
governments, individuals, professional asso-
ciations, media companies, and accounting and
legal firms are continually adding more federal,
state, and international tax resources to their
Web sites. Keeping up with all of these advances,
however, can be overwhelming at times.
The purpose of this article is to provide a
guide to tax resources on the Web for busy tax
practitioners. Special attention is paid to those
resources that are relatively new or growing
dramatically in presence. All of the resources
discussed in this article are listed in the 13 tables
of Exhibit 1, starting on page 347, and appear
in italics when mentioned in the text.
Tax directories
Although tax resources abound on the Web,
finding the right ones can be challenging at
DENNIS R. SCHMIDT, Ph.D.. CPA, is aprofessor of account-
ing at the University of Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls.
WILLIAM P. YANCEY, Ph.D., CPA, is the National Director.
Sampling Practice, at Ryan - Company in Dallas. Texas.
times. Conducting a key word search with one
of the popular search engines often results in
thousands of hits, many of which are irrelevant.
Busy tax professionals cannot waste their pre-
cious time sorting through the resulting maze.
General subject directories typically contain
a tax category, but it might be buried under sev-
eral layers of other categories, requiring users
to drill deep to find it. Once found, the tax cat-
egory may contain a disappointing assortment
of unorganized links.
A better way to search for tax resources on
the Web is to use one of the tax directories
listed in Table 1 of Exhibit 1. The Webmas-
ters who maintain these sites have organized
their sites' contents into subject-specific cat-
egories and subcategories, each containing
dozens of relevant links. For example, suppose
a tax practitioner is looking for updates on
current tax legislation using Tax and Account-
ing Sites Directory (see Exhibit 2 on page 352).
Clicking on the "Federal Tax Law" category
opens up a page that contains several sub-
categories, including one for"Tax Legislation."
The resources listed under this subcategory
include sites pertaining to congressional
information, legislation updates, highlights
of new tax changes, and summaries of recent
Tax Acts.
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EXHIBIT 1. Tax resources on the Internet
Table 1: Tax Directories
Resource Name Web Address
Tax and Accounting Sites
Directory (TaxSItes) www.taxsites.com
Tax Resources on the Web pages.prodigy.netlagkalman
WillYancey.com www.wllyancey.com
Table 2: Tax Centers
Resource Name Web Address
About.com specials.about.com/channels/finance/taxresource
CBS MarketWatch cbs.marketwatch.com/news/currentltax-guide.htx
CompleteTax taxguide.completetax.com
CNNfn cnnfn.com/markets/personalfinance/taxes
H&R Block www.hrblock.com/tax-center
Intelligent Taxes www.intelligenttaxes.com
Money www.money.com/money/depts/taxes
Motley Fool www.fool.com/taxes/taxes.htm
MSN MoneyCentral moneycentral.msn.com/tax/home.asp
Quicken www.quicken.com/taxes
RIA www.rlatax.com
Tax Planet www.taxplanet.com
Uncle Fed www.unclefed.com
Yahoo taxes.yahoo.com
Table 3: Tax Guides
Resource Name Web Address
CompleteTax: Tax Guide 2000 taxguide.completetax.com
Deloitte & Touche: Tax Planning
Guide www.dtonline.com/taxguide99/cover.htm
Fairmark Press: Tax Guide for
Investors www.fairmark.com
Money: Tax Guide 2000 www.money.com/money/magazine/taxes2000
SmartMoney: Tax Guide www.smartmoney.com/ac/tax
Tax Planet: Tax Season
Guide 2000 www.taxplanet.com/taxseason/taxseason.htm
Tax Planet: Year-Round Tax
Guide www.taxplanet.com/taxguide/taxguide.html
Table 4: On-Line Tax Preparation
Resource Name Web Address
CompleteTax www.completetax.com
FileSate wwwillesafe.net
H&R Block www.hrblock.com/tax-center/doing-my-taxes/online-tax.html
H.D. Vest www.hdvestonline.com
PrepTax www.preptax.com
TaxCut www.taxcut.com/taxcutonline.htmi
Tax$imple www.taxsimple.com
TurboTax www.turbotaxweb.com
Table 5: IRS Resources
Resource Nanm Web Address
Home Page ('Digital Daily) www.irs.gov
Administrative Information
& Resources www.irs.gov/businfo/taxpro/admin.html
RESOURCES om 1E va
JUM! PPCTLTMMM ' ais7
Advance Notice for Tax
Professionals www.irs.gov/bus-info/tax_pro/adv-notice.html
Appeals and Alternative Dispute
Resolution www.irs.gov/indinfo/ap peals
Around the Nation - State &
Local News www.irs.govlhotiatn
Audit Techniques Guides www.irs.gov/bus-info/mssp
Business Library www.irs.gov/bus-info/library.html
Business Taxpayer Information www.irs.gov/bus-info
Citizen Advocacy Panel www.improveirs.org
Comment on Proposed
Regulations www.irs.gov/tax-regs/regslist.html
Coordinated Issues Papers www.irs.gov/bus info/taxpro/coord.html
CPE & Special Events www.irs.gov/businfo/tax-pro/cpe.html
Digital Dispatch Mailing List www.irs.gov/help/newmail/maillist.html
Draft Tax Forms www.irs.gov/bus-info/tax-pro/dftform.html
Electronic Federal Tax Payment
System (EFTPS) www.irs.gov/elec-svs/eftps.html
Electronic Filing FAQ www.irs.gov/elec-svs/elf-txpyr.html
Electronic Filing for Tax
Professional www.irs.gov/elec-svs/ets2.html
Electronic Services www.lrs.gov/elec-svs
Employee Retirement Plan Information www.irs.gov/businfo/ep
Employment Opportunities
Exempt Organizations
Federal/State e-file
Forms, Instructions, and
Publications
Forms, Instructions, and
Publications - Search
Income Tax Treaties
Internal Revenue Bulletins
(since July 1995)
Internal Revenue Manual
Local Mailing List
Market Segment Specialization
Program
News for the Tax Professional
Newsstand
Practice Before the IRS
Practitioner Order Program
Regulations (since August 1995)
Search
Site Tree
Small Business Comer
Statistics of Income
Tax Law Issues, Nibbles & Bytes
Tax Products on CD-ROM
Tax Professional's Comer
Taxpayer Advocate Service
Telephone Directory
TRAC-IRS
Ti
Resource Name
BNA: Tax News & Analysis
www.irs.gov/hot/employment
www.irs.gov/bus-info/eo
www.irs.gov/elec-svs/fedstate.htmt
www.irs.gov/formspubs
www.irs.gov/formspubs/findfiles.html
www.irs.gov/lnd.info/treaties.html
www.irs.gov/bus info/bulet.html
www.irs.gov/bus-info/tax-pro/irm-part
www.irs.gov/busjnfo/tax-pro/wherelist
www.irs.gov/bus-info/mssp
wwwirs.gov/bus-info/tax-pro/news.html
www.irs.gov/news
www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/pubs/p947toc.htm
www.lrs.gov/bus_info/tax-pro/tprax
www.irs.gov/tax regs
www.irs.gov/search
www.irs.gov/search/sitetree.html
www.lrs.gov/bus-info/sm-bus
www.irs.gov/tax-stats
www.irs.gov/bus-info/tax pro/tax-law.html
www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/cd-rom.html
www.irs.gov/bus-info/tax pro
www.irs.gov/Ind info/advocate.html
www.timevalue.com/'irsindex.htm
trac.syr.edu/tracers
able 6: Tax News and Updates
Web Address
www.bnatax.comn/tmweb/taxnews.htm
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CCH: Current Tax Highlights
Deloitte & Touche: Tax News &
Views
Ernst & Young: TaxCast
IRS: News For the Tax
Professional
IRS: Newsstand
PricewaterhouseCoopers: Tax
News Network
RIA: Journals Page
RIA: News Items
Small Business Taxes &
Management
Tax Analysts: Discussion Groups
Tax Analysts: Feature Stories
Tax Analysts: TaxWire
Tax Planet: Legislation
Tax Planet: Tax News
Thomas Legislative Information
Today's Tax
Yahoo News: Taxes and the IRS
tax.cch.com/tax news/index.htm
www.dtonline.com/tnv/tnv.htm
www.taxcast.com
www.irs.gov/bus-info/tax)pro/news.html
www.irs.gov/news/index.html
www.taxnews.com/tnn-public
www.riatax.com/journals
www.riatax.com
www.smbiz.com
www.tax.org/Discuss/discussion.htm
www.tax.org
www.tax. org/TaxWire/taxwire. htm
www.taxplanet.com/legislation/legislation.html
www.taxplanet.com/taxnews/taxnews.html
thomas.loc.gov
www.todaystax.com
fullcoverage.yahoo.com/fc/US/Taxes-and theIRS
Table 7: Forms, Instructions, and Publications
Resource Name Web Address
Adobe Acrobat PDF Reader www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep.htm
FedWorld FTP Site:
Main Index ftp.fedworld.gov/pubfirs-pdfirs-pdf.htm
Fill-in Forms ftp.fedworld.gov/pubirs-fill/irs-fill.htm
Prior Year ftp.fedworld.gov/pub/irs-98/rs-98.htm
IRS Site:
Main Index www.irs.gov/forms-pubs
Sorted by Number www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/formpub.html
Sorted by Date www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/formpub2.html
Fill-in Forms www.irs.gov/formspubs/flllin.htm
Publications in HTML Format www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/pubs
Fax Services www.irs.gov/hot/taxfax.html
Search for Files www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/findfiles.html
Formats Other than PDF www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/expert.htmf
Downloading and Printing
Questions www.irs.gov/forms...pubs/prinffaq.htmi
Prior Years www.irs.gov/forms-pubslndex.html#Prior
State Forms:
1040.com www.1040.com
SaveWealth www.savewealth.com/taxforms/state
TaxSites: State and Local Tax www.taxsites.com/state.html
Missouri Fill-in Forms That
Calculate dor.state.mo.us/tax/filiform.htm
Table 8: State and Local Tax
Resource Name Web Address
Federation of Tax Administrators www.taxadmin.org
National Taxpayers Conference www.statetaxes.net
Payroll-Taxes: State and Federal
Tax Rates www.payroll-taxes.com
Ryan SALT Gateway www.ryanco.com/salt.html
Tax Analysts: State Tax Online www.tax.org/state/state.htm
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Tax Sites: State and Local Tax
US Census Bureau: State and
Local Government
Vertex Tax Cybrary
www.taxsites.com/state.html
www.census.gov/govs/www
www.vertexinc.com/taxcybrary20/taxcybrary_20.html
Table 9: Electronic Commerce
Resource Name
Advisory Commission on
Electronic Commerce
Chris Cox: Internet Tax Freedom
E-Commerce Tax News
E-Fairness Coalition
Internet Tax Fairness Coalition
National Governors Association:
Sales Tax
Simplification
National Tax Association:
Communications
And Electronic Commerce Tax
Project
Annette Nellen: E-Commerce
Taxation Links
Ryan SALT Gateway:
E-Commerce Taxation
Resource Name
Ernst & Young: Doing Business In
Income Tax Treaties
KPMG: Virtual Tax Library
Rowbotham: KnowledgeNET
Tax Analysts: International
Tax Online
TaxSites: International Tax
Web Address
www.ecommercecommission.org
cox.house.gov/nettax
www.ecommercetax.com
www.e-fairness.org
www.nettaxfairness.org
www.nga.org/1 06Congress/SalesTax.asp
www.ntanet.org/ecommerce-and-tax-policy.htm
www.cob.sjsu.edu/facstaff/NELLEN-A/e-links.html
www.ryanco.com/gateway/electron.html
Table 10: International Tax
Web Address
www.doingbusinessin.com
www.irs.gov/indinfo/treaties.html
www.tax.kpmg.net
www.rowbotham.com/knowledgenet.html
www.tax.org/International/international.htm
www.taxsites.com/internatlonal.html
Table 11: Subscription Tax Research Services
Resource Name Web Address
BNA Web Products www.bna.com/prodcatalog/tax/www.html
CCH Internet Products tax.cch.com/federal-tax/federal-tax.htm
Lexis www.lexis.com
PPCnet www.ppcnet.com/ppc
Quicklaw America www.currentlegal.com
RIA Checkpoint checkpoint. riag.com
Tax Analysts TaxBase taxbase.tax.org
TaxLibra-y www.taxlibrary.com
Westaw www.westlaw.com
Table 12: Technology for Professional Firms
Resource Name Web Address
Accountants Ledgr www.accountantsledger.com
Accountants World www.accountantsworld.com
Association for Computers &
Taxation www.taxact.org
Electronic Accountant www.electronicaccountant.com
WillYancey Technology for Tax
and Law Practice www.willyancey.com/technology.htm
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Both authors of this article maintain tax
directories. Dennis Schmidt is the Webmaster
for Tax and Accounting Sites Directory, and Will
Yancey maintains WillYancey.com. In addition
to tax, both directories include extensive links
to accounting, government, and other related
sites. Another comprehensive tax directory is
Alan Kal.man's Tax Resources on the Web,
which contains resource links for more than
50 tax topics.
Tax centers
During the past year, tax centers have increased
significantly in both number and quality. Tax
centers are Web portals that offer taxpayers "one-
stop convenience." These sites typically offer
visitors a variety of tax resources, such as news,
tips, articles, guides, strategies, calculators, cal-
endars, message boards, links to on-line or
downloadable tax preparation software, e-
filing options, glossaries, and access to federal
and state forms and publications. The mix of
resources varies among the sites. A listing of
some popular tax centers appears in Table 2 of
Exhibit 1. The sponsors of these sites include
large, wel-known companies in the publish-
ing, tax preparation, financial, software, Inter-
net, and media industries. Given the financial
backing and tax expertise of the sponsors of
these tax centers, expect to see the number and
sophistication of tax resources offered by
these sites increase significantly.
Although most tax centers target individ-
ual taxpayers and small business owners,
some of these sites have also started to provide
resources useful to tax practitioners. An excel-
lent example of this is Tax Planet, an extensive
tax center that recently came on-line in March
FESOUROES am 7WE V"
2000 (see Exhibit 3, on page 353). The editor
of Tax Planet is Gary Klott, former New York
Times tax columnist and syndicated tax colum-
nist with Tribune Media Services. Tax Planet
contains the following resources:
Tax news.
* Hot tips.
* New tax laws.
Year-round tax guide.
* Legislation.
* Quick reference.
Tax season guide.
* Tax calendar.
" Library.
" Tax forms.
" IRS publications.
" Links.
" State taxes.
" Bookstore.
" Software store.
" Newsletter.
It appears to be the most comprehensive free
tax site on the Web. Although Tax Planet
claims to be "all things tax for individuals," tax
professionals will find this site to be an excel-
lent resource for their tax practice. The "Tax
News" section. which is updated daily, contains
many abstracts of tax-related news items.
Most of these abstracts include a link to a full-
length article. Some of them also include
links to background governmental documents
(e.g., congressional bills; jCT revenue estimates;
IRS notices and releases; White House press
releases; etc.). Practitioners can view the 'Leg-
islation" section to keep up-to-date with cur-
rent tax bills and budget proposals. The "New
Tax Laws" section provides highlights and
descriptions of recent tax law changes. Tax pro-
fessionals looking for fast access to a variety
ARE= NWMMLUX=Xa
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EXHIBIT2. Tax and Accounting Sites Directory (www.taxsites.com)
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of governmental documents and reports can
find this in the "Tax Library" section.
Tax guides
Another Web-based tax resource that has
grown in number recently is the comprehen-
sive tax guide. Although the content varies from
site to site, these documents typically provide
users with extensive coverage of tax planning
strategies, tax tips, tax compliance proce-
dures, year-end tax moves, investment and
retirement planning, and other useful topics.
Table 3 of Exhibit 1 lists some of the better tax
guides available on the Web.
The CompleteTax Tax Guide 2000 is designed
to complement the CompleteTax on-line tax
preparation system. The guide leads taxpay-
ers through the tax preparation process. The
sections about personal tax issues and business
taxes are rich in hyperlinked supporting doc-
uments. The Deloitte and Touche Tax Planning
Guide is a wonderful resource for taxpayers and
tax advisors who are looking for a succinct, yet
comprehensive, guide to tax and personal
financial planning strategies. Investors and their
advisors would be hard-pressed to find a bet-
ter free guide on the Web than the Fairmark Press
Tax Guide for Investors. This resource contains
more than 700 pages of guidance on many
aspects of investment taxation. Two popular
financial magazines, Money and SmartMoney,
have established very good on-line tax guides.
Tax Planet has two excellent guides: one for the
current tax season and the other for year-round
tax planning.
On-line tax preparation
Preparers of 1999 individual income tax
returns had more on-line options than ever
before. Every significant tax software vendor
has a Web site with product descriptions and
contact information. Some vendors sell the
entire application or update modules as down-
loads from their Web sites.A listing of sites that
offer on-line tax preparation appears in Table
4 of Exhibit 1.
Software publishers are now offering prac-
titioners tax preparation software that remains
on the publisher's Web site rather than being
installed on the preparer's server. Examples of
this new preparation mode are TaxSimple and
Prep Tax (see Exhiit 4 on page 354).Web-based
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software is a new trend in all types of business
software and allows users to access the latest
version of the software with many additional
modules or tables. The publisher may charge
either an annual license fee or a per-return fee.
Some of these Web-based applications give the
practitioner the option of storing the client data
files on either the publisher's server or on the
practitioner's storage drive. When the return
is completed, the preparer has the option of fil-
ing it electronically on behalf of the taxpayer.
Tax professionals have some legitimate
concerns about Web-based tax preparation.
They may experience difficulty in accessing the
Web site at peak times or during telecommu-
nications failures. They also are concerned that
confidentiality of taxpayer data may be com-
promised. The publishers will undoubtedly
work to reduce the practitioners' concerns about
these problems.
Many Web sites provide tax preparation
products and services for individual taxpay-
ers. The publishers of the tax preparation
packages for home users, such as Turbo Tax and
TaxCut, allow taxpayers to order the applica-
tions on CD-ROM or download them directly
from the Web site. They also offer an on-line
, ia-T breco4
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preparation option. This past tax season, Tur-
boTax and TaxCut signed up hundreds of
affiliate distributors from the financial services
industry. Many of these companies offered their
customers the opportunity to prepare their
returns on-line. For $10 or less, taxpayers were
able to file their returns electronically. H.D. Vest
went one step further and offered free on-line
tax preparation and electronic filing.
Some individuals are reluctant to prepare
their returns on-line for fear of confidential-
ity breeches or deluges of marketing pitches
from financial services salespeople. As indi-
viduals become more accustomed to viewing
their financial account balances and other per-
EXHIBIT 3. TxPlanet (ww.takplqlet6.Cfl
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.1EXHIBIT 4. Preptax (www.preptax.com)
sonal information on-line, however, they will
become more comfortable with on-line tax
preparation. One of the authors filed his own
return using TurboTax on the Web and expe-
rienced no problems whatsoever.
IRS resources
The IRS maintains a popular, user-friendly Web
site known as The Digital Daily. Tax profes-
sionals can search this vast site using its key-
word search feature. Efficient navigation of the
site is also possible through its "Site Tree" top-
ical index.A listing of the IRS resources most
likely of interest to tax practitioners appears
in Table 5 of Exhibit 1.
Several resources on the IRS site are new this
year. For instance:
The Employee Retirement Plan Information
page, where practitioners can read about
closing agreement and determination let-
ter programs, listings of required modifi-
cations, retirement plans for small
businesses, educational outreach for tax-
sheltered annuities, employee plans CPE,
and the employee plans compliance resolu-
tion program (see Exhibit 5, on page 355).
An Employment Opportunities page, for
those seeking employment with the IRS.
* An expanded and revised Forms and Pub-
lications section.
* Complete texts of Income Tax Treaties
with nearly 40 countries.
Also, tax professionals who cannot resolve
their clients' problems through normal IRS
channels may want to use the recently estab-
lished Taxpayer Advocate Service. Those who
want to voice their concerns or make recom-
mendations about IRS customer services can
do so through the Citizen Advocacy Panel. Inde-
pendent information about IRS enforcement
activities is available at the TRAC-IRS Website,
which is associated with Syracuse University.
A good starting point for practitioners on
the IRS site is the Tax Professional's Corner. Here
one can find news for the tax professional, tax
law issues, administrative information and
resources, CPE and special events, e-file
information, employment tax updates, and
forms and publication information. From
this page tax professionals can also subscribe
to the Digital Dispatch Mailing List and the
Local Mailing List. These mailing lists alert
practitioners to national and local tax devel-
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opments, especially those that affect tax
return preparers.
Tax professionals seeking insight into the
types of issues raised and audit procedures used
by IRS examiners will find several useful
resources on the IRS site. These include the
Audit Technique Guides and the Market Segment
Specialization Program, as well as the Internal
Revenue Manual and the Coordinated Issue
Papers. Practitioners can use the IRS site to
download Forms, Instructions, and Publications,
review the weekly Internal Revenue Bulletin, and
keep up-to-date at the Newsstand. They can also
learn about Exempt Organizations, examine Sta-
tistics of Income, order Tax Products on CD-
ROM, and read recently released Regulations.
Tax news and updates
Busy tax professionals will find several excel-
lent resources on the Web for tracking recent
tax legislation and keeping abreast of tax news
and developments. Table 6 of Exhibit 1 lists the
tax news and update sites discussed below.
The Thomas Legislative Information site,
maintained by the Library of Congress, is a use-
ful tool for tracking federal tax bills in Congress.
EXHIBITS.
Be aware, however, that learning how to navi-
gate the Thomas site is not for the faint of heart.
Fortunately, Web sites maintained by large
accounting firms and publishing companies pro-
vide very timely information about pending and
recently enacted tax legislation. For example,
the Ernst & Young TaxCast site updates readers
about legislative developments on a weekly basis.
Another good source is the Deloitte 6- Touche
Tax News and Views site, which also provides
weekly updates (see Exhibit 6, on page 356). In
addition, both of these sites offer a variety of
IRS Employee Retirement Plan Information (www.irs.gov/bus.info/ep)
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other tax information resources. Tax practitioners
should check out Tax Analysts TaxWire and the
"Legislation" section of Tax Planet to stay
abreast of recent tax legislation developments.
Subscribing to one or more of the Tax Analysts
Discussion Groups is also a good way to stay cur-
rent on federal and state legislative and judicial
matters. Subscribers receive periodic e-mail mes-
sages that track current legislation and court
decisions on more than 20 select tax topics.
For additional tax information and updates,
practitioners should explore some of the other
sites listed in Table 6 of Exhibit 1. For exam-
ple, the BNA Tax News 6- Analysis site offers cur-
rent tax articles on income, deduction, and
credit; estates, gifts, and trusts; international
taxation; transfer pricing; tax-exempt orga-
nizations; compensation, pensions, and ben-
efits; business taxation; multistate taxation; real
estate; and practice and policy. Visitors to the
RLA Website will find links to a variety of News
Items, including federal taxes, D.C. highlights,
state taxes, pensions and benefits, estate plan-
ning, and international taxes. The RIA Journals
Page allows users to browse the contents of nine
recently issued tax-oriented publications and
to read a full-length feature article from each.
The "Tax News" section of Tax Planet is also
an excellent source of current tax developments.
Forms, instructions, and publications
Many tax professionals download federal and
state tax forms, instructions, and publica-
tions from the Web. The vast majority of the
available files are in portable document format
(PDF) and require the Adobe Acrobat PDF
Reader to view and print them. The Acrobat
Reader is free software that is easily downloaded
and installed. Many of the available PDF doc-
uments do not allow practitioners to enter infor-
mation directly on the form. Recently, however,
"fill-in forms" have become available, which
allow data to be entered directly on a form
before printing. This year also saw the first fill-
in forms that calculate. For example, Missouri
taxpayers can go to the Department of Revenue
Web site and complete their returns on self-cal-
culating fill-in forms. Expect to see more fill-
in forms and self-calculating forms available
next year.
Once tax preparers have the Adobe Acrobat
PDF Reader installed, they need to locate and
download the files they need. For federal
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forms, instructions, and publications, the two
primary download sites are the FedWorld FTP
Site and the IRS Site (see Table 7 of Exhibit 1).
Both fill-in forms and regular forms are avail-
able at each site. Both sites also have instruc-
tions, publications, and prior year forms in
regular PDF format. Many IRS Publications are
also available on the IRS site in HTML format.
For each file listed on the main index at the
FedWorld FTP Sit, the index provides the file
name, size, date, and description (see Exhibit
7, on this page). The file name will begin with
either an 'f,""i," or"p," depending on whether
it is a form, instructions, or publication,
respectively. Form files appear first in the
list, then instructions files, followed by pub-
lication files. Within each file group, the doc-
uments are listed in ascending order by first
number of the document. This means, for exam-
ple, that Form 940 is grouped with forms start-
ing with "9" and does not appear before Form
1040 in the list. Documents for the prior year
(i.e., 1998) can be found at the Web address
given in Table 7 of Exhibit 1. For years before
1998, substitute the last two digits of the year
for "98." For instance, substitute "96" for "98"
in the address to view the index for 1996 forms,
instructions, and publications.
At the IRS Site, tax professionals can review
available forms, instructions, and publica-
tions sorted either by number or date. For the
"sorted by number" option, all of the documents
appear in ascending order by the full document
number. Under this scheme, for example,
Form 940 does appear before Form 1040. The
"sorted by date" option lists the documents by
most recent modification date. New this year
to the IRS site is the ability to search for forms,
instructions, and publications by keyword or
partial file name. Two other new features
include access to prior-year documents and a
downloading and printing question/answer
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EXHIBIT 8. Ryan SALT Gateway (www.ryanco.com/salt.html)
page. Tax practitioners can also have certain
forms faxed to them.
State and local tax
By now nearly all tax practitioners know that
state revenue departments provide lots of
useful information on their Web sites. Most state
revenue departments' sites include the most
commonly-requested forms, instructions, and
publications. They may also include newslet-
ters, technical bulletins, and letter rulings for
tax professionals.
Several directories listed in Table 8 of
Exhibit 1 provide complete sets of links to all
of the states. The second author of this arti-
cle designed and maintains the Ryan SALT Gate-
way, which includes links to all of the states and
many of the local taxing jurisdictions (see
Exhibit 8, on this page). This site also has links
to dozens of subject-specific resources related
to state and local taxation.
Electronic commerce
The taxation of electronic commerce is the
hottest topic in state and local tax policy this
year. Several Web sites listed in Table 9 of Exhibit
1 provide news on electronic commerce tax law
as it exists today or the positions of various
advocates.'
The Advisory Commission on Electronic
Commerce (ACEC), chaired by Governor
Gilmore of Virginia, has an excellent Web site.
The site includes the full text of its April 2000
final report and much of the testimony that was
presented. Although the ACEC did not reach
a two-thirds majority on the major issues, its
conclusions are consistent with some nation-
ally-known political leaders and associations.
For contrasting views on electronic com-
merce tax policy, browse the sites of the E-Fair-
ness Coalition and the Internet Tax Fairness
Coalition. Despite the similarity of their
names, they are very different. The E-Fairness
Coalition is supported by major national retail
chains and associations of local, indepen-
dently-owned retailers. This organization
wants all sales of personal property to be taxed
the same regardless of whether the goods are
sold through the Internet or traditional brick-
and-mortar stores. The Internet Tax Fairness
Coalition is supported by high-technology
manufacturers and others who oppose any tax
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policies that would hinder the growth of
Internet sales.
International tax
The Web contains some very useful interna-
tional tax resources. A list of worthwhile
international tax sites appears in Table 10 of
Exhibit 1. Tax professionals who lack detailed
information on other countries' tax systems in
their firm libraries may benefit by exploring
these resources. Country-specific information
is available from foreign government sources,
tax publishers, and accounting and legal firms
that have an international tax specialty area.
A good place to start a search for information
is the TaxSites International Tax directory. This
site has links to most of the major international
tax resources on the Web, including country-
specific links for approximately 100 countries.
Other high-quality international tax sites
include two maintained by large accounting
firms. The KPMG Virtual Tax Library site con-
tains a wealth of international tax information,
including taxation of international execu-
tives, tax and accounting implications of the
Euro, international survey of mutual funds,
practical booklets on tax and human resources
issues, global tax news, and an annual survey
of corporate tax rates. The site also includes
a resource called ;'Country Tax Facts," which
contains detailed information about the invest-
ment climate and tax regimes of 75 countries.
The Ernst 6 Young Doing Business In site is
another resource rich in international tax
information. Users of this site can learn about
the investment climate, taxation system, forms
of business organizations, and business and
accounting practices of 141 countries. In
addition to "doing business in" information for
each country, this electronic resource has
hotlinks to information about corporate tax,
executive tax, and executive immigration. It
also has excerpts of articles about most coun-
tries from its TAXNEWS INTERNATIONAL quar-
terly digest.
Practitioners involved with international tax
should also be aware of some other helpful
resources. The IRS recently added complete
text versions of Income Tax Treaties to its Web
site. The international accounting and con-
sulting firm of Rowbotham & Company main-
tains a site called KnowledgeNET, which
contains many articles and reference materi-
als on international tax, including a"Country
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Profiles" section on selected countries. The Tax
Analysts International Tax Online site is a good
place to locate international tax news and com-
mentary, read about international tax policy
issues, and participate in an international tax
discussion group.
Subscription tax research services
Tax professionals who are interested in sub-
scribing to a Web-based tax research service
should check out the Web sites listed in Table
11 of Exhibit 1. All of the major tax publish-
ing companies now offer Web-based sub-
scription services. Practitioners can explore the
offerings at the various sites to determine the
types of services they need and can afford. Prod-
uct choices range from a few hundred dollars
in cost to tens of thousands of dollars, depend-
ing on the type of subscription services
selected and number of users.
Many professional tax firms have abandoned
their paper and CD-ROM tax services and have
switched to Web-based services. The primary
advantages of these on-line subscription ser-
vices include access from any computer with
an Internet connection, continually updated
content, and no need for an in-house server to
store the applications. Disadvantages include
slow access to content when network traffic is
heavy and occasional downtime.
Technology for professional finns
Many tax professionals seek ways to stay cur-
rent on technology that could help their prac-
tices. The Web sites listed in Table 12 of
Exhibit 1 can help by providing news stories
and links to resources. Accountants Ledger,
Accountants World, and Electronic Accountant
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are trade publications supported by advertis-
ing. The Association for Computers & Taxation
is a professional association on technology
issues for corporate tax departments and
business tax consultants.
Other resources
Other categories of tax resources on the
Web exist, but space considerations limit their
discussion in this article. In lieu of a detailed
discussion here, tax professionals are encour-
aged to check out the links to resources
listed in Table 13 of Exhibit 1 on their own.
The references in this table are to categories
within the TaxSites and WillYancey directo-
ries. For example, both directories contain a
comprehensive listing of Accounting and
General Law sites. To register your firm with
a Web directory or to post job openings or
resumes, check out the Firms and Employment
category. The Government and Data section
has links to federal agencies and their on-line
databases. The Web is host to dozens of Per-
sonal Finance and Investing sites, many of them
with detailed tax information.
Tax professionals looking for tax publica-
tions or CPE opportunities, both in print and
on-line, can find them in the Publishers 6 CPE
seetion. The Web also has dozens of sites
maintained by professional Tax Associations at
the state, national, and international levels. To
check out what is happening in academia, fol-
low the links listed under Tax Education. Tax
practitioners wishing to engage in on-line dia-
logue or to keep current on tax news should
explore the offerings listed under Tax News-
groups, Mailing Lists, & Discussion Groups. To
keep pace with tax reform proposals or to learn
more about tax policy issues and research, inves-
tigate the sites listed in the Tax Policy and Reform
Groups category. Finally, to learn more about
the latest tax software products, go the vari-
ous vendors listed under the Tax Software cat-
egory. These companies offer software related
to tax preparation, estate and trust taxation,
sales and use taxes, payroll taxes, property tax,
tax planning, tax research, forms and supplies,
tools and calculators, industry-specific taxa-
tion, international taxation, and enrolled agent
review courses.
Conclusion
The Web is teeming with tax resources, and con-
tent providers are adding more information,
products, and services daily. Tax profession-
als need to know how to navigate the Web effi-
ciently when searching for answers to their tax
problems or practice needs. The resources dis-
cussed in this article should be of considerable
help to busy tax practitioners. I
NOTES
See Yancey, Mitchell. and Lipp. "Electronic Commerce
Snares Sellers in Multistate Tax Web," 63 PTS 260(November 1999).
An Attorney's Best Friend:
A Consumer Advocate Speaks
by Lyn Warmath
ses representative called a busy attorney in a small Virginia
im to let him know a new edition of the SCC's Virginia
Corporation Law had just been published- The attorney readily
placed an order at $30 each for multiple copies for partners and
himself. The attorney could have saved 50% if he had known
the SCC was selling the same book for half that price. A year
later he paid $15 each for annual supplements the SCC was dis-
tributing for free.
Another busy lawyer at a recently formed Virginia firm ordered a
new set of the Code of Vrginia and Micbie'sJurispmdence from
the local sales representative who gladly placed the order for $500
and $1200 respectively. The same sets could have been purchased
for $350 and $850 from a reputable used law book dealer.
One law librarian, the leading expert in the field of law library
expenditures, estimates that the average practitioner could
reduce his or her research expenditures by 50% without any
essential loss of utility or currency. Kendall Svengalis has written
books on law library expenditures and the U.S. Department of
Justice hired him as an expert witness in 1996 during the merger
of West Publishing and Thomson Group.
Much of what follows in this interview with Mr. Svengalis has
been known to law librarians for years. This article, however,
addresses those attorneys practicing without the benefit of a law
librarian who want to learn more about collecting research mate-
rials cost-effectively while conserving those hard-earned dollars.
LW: You have written volumes on how attorneys can save
money on legal research resources. How can Virginia attorneys
in particular benefit from your advice?
KS: Lawyers are highly educated people, sophisticated in their
knowledge of the law but, Virginia lawyers, like all other busy
attorneys, often lack even the most rudimentary understanding
of the ways of legal publishing and the marketing techniques
which unnecessarily siphon away their hard-earned dollars.
Altman, Weil Pensa has published reports that the average
lawyer spends nearly $4,000 per year on information. A major
portion of that $4,000 is wasted, either because many of the
materials are poorly selected, are never or rarely used, are ill-
suited to the lawyer's specialty or are overpriced.
Of the 22,000 attorneys actively practicing in Virginia, how many
of those practicing in federal courts have time to notice that
annual supplements to Moore's Federal Practice cost $834 in
1987 but by 1999 the cost rose to $2860? My suggestion to prac-
titioners and librarians during that period was to cancel the sub-
scription entirely and reinstate the whole set every 2 or 3 years,
if necessary. So many librarians made such a fuss and followed
that advice that the publisher froze its prices and became a more
consumer friendly legal publisher. At the present time, however,
there are many sets of books from West Group, AmJur and Am
Jur Pleading & Practice among them, whose annual supplemen-
tation costs exceed the initial purchase price.
Those Virginia attorneys who answer their own phones already
know that publishers aggressively target them in telemarketing
efforts and in direct mail advertising as well. Quite frankly, many
legal publishers think that lawyers are gullible when it comes to
buying law books and resources. Because lawyers are a largely
captive and affluent market requiring legal publications to carry
on their practices, the cost of legal publications easily outpaces
that of the general economy.
During the period from 1973 to 1996, for example, the CPI
increased by 253% while the average cost of legal serials rose
495% and legal continuations rose an astounding 1006%.
Millions of dollars are wasted annually by lawyers who simply
do not have the time to evaluate their libraries. If Virginia
lawyers are anything like the rest of their colleagues across the
country, and I am confident they are, then they are too busy
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prcticing law to question the practices to which they are being
subjected by some legal publishers.
LW: What are some of the questionable practices they overiook?
KS: The most egregious of the tactics employed by certain legal
publishers is the use of unsolicited shipments as a means of gen-
erating new sales. I should state in fairness to legal publishers
that there are actually few totally unsolicited shipments of law
books. The vast majority of questionable shipments to lawyers
and law libraries do have their origin in a legitimate order. The
problem arises because some law publishers take that legitimate
order as an open invitation to ship related titles. Publishers
know full well that -customers are unlikely to return the books
because of inertia.
The same inertia applies to the telemarketer's push for customers
to take advantage of the 30 day "free trial." A basic sales princi-
ple says that if a sales rep can get the material into the cus-
tomer's hands, the product is three-quarters sold. So avoid both
the 30 "free trial" the telemarketer is trying to push on you and
return the unsolicited related title.
Another extreme example is the way publishers in recent years
have needlessly increased supplementation to secondary sources.
Supplementation of tides to secondary sources may appear two,
three or even four times a year. In many cases, there is little edi-
torial justification for such excess, despite the publishers' ratio-
nalizations. The frequency of supplementation is determined
more by profit consideration than by editorial necessity.
LW: What specific steps can Virginia lawyers can take to protect
their hard-earned dollars?
" Inventory your entire law library at least once a year (twice is
better) and determine the proper level of supplementation for
each set or volume. I recommend maintaining a database
management program indicating how frequently you wish to
purchase supplements for each tide.
" Determine exactly how much you are actually paying to sup-
plement your collection. The total may amaze you. Don't
make the mistake of continuing to supplement a secondary
source year-after-year when you no longer have cases in that
subject area.
" Clearly distinguish between supplementation to primary works
and supplementation to secondary sources. Primary works
include statutory codes, case reporters and administrative regu-
lations, as well as the finding tools and citators to make proper
use of them including Shepard's Citators and jurisdictional case
digests.
To avoid the possibility of malpractice, current supplementation
is a virtual necessity for Virginia codes, case reporters, adminis-
trative regulations, digests and citators. But secondary sources
provide introductory overviews, rarely provide the last word on
a given subject and current supplementation is not nearly so'
vital as with primary materials.
LW: Virginia secondary sources are so scarce that practitioners
frequently collect and supplement all that is published in certain
practice areas. But attorneys still want to spend wisely in other
areas. Where else might V'rinia practitioners look to cut waste?
KS: Chances are great that your standard legal treatises with
their national persectives will neither ate nor analyze relevant
cases or statutes from Virginia. Researchers should keep in mind
that the purchase of law books is an expense of doing business,
not an investment You are not "protecting your investment"
by buying supplements year after year. Pocket parts or free-
standing supplements are generally cumulative; and the pur-
chaser always has the ability to bring them up-to-date by simply
buying the latest year's issues and any intervening revised vol-
umes. In fact, it is commonly cheaper to buy an entire new set
after a hiatus of several years than it is to update an existing set.
Most lawyers would be shocked to learn how little their *invest-
ment" will bring on the used law book market. You should
never buy law books new when they are available used-
unless, of course, the amount of free supplementation with the
new set is large enough. Used law books are generally sold with
current supplements. If the set is not current, the dealer should
adjust the price accordingly unless it was priced and advertised
as being out-of-date.
LW: And what about LAW-LIB as a source of used law books?
KS: Yes, attorneys can certainly monitor the Internet listserv
where librarians frequently offer entire sets of reporters, and
digests for the cost of shipping. Of course, shipping costs can
creep quite high too.
LW: Now let's talk about legal materials and their availability on
the Internet.
KS: The greater availability of much primary law on the Internet
adds another dimension to decision-making on matters of sup-
plementation. As you know, the Code of wrginia, General
Assembly's session laws and Vwrginia Adminisrtime Code are
available at no cost at Virginia government Internet sites.
LW: Yes, along with a number of local city and county codes as
well. I know many Virginia firms canceled multiple copies of
Virginia primary materials in print because of their availability on
the Internet. But
librarians repeatedly
warn researchers to Inventory your entire law
beware of informa- library at least once a year
tion that may be
out-of-date or oth- and determine the proper
erwise unreliable, level of supplementation for
While our printed each set or volume.
Code of Vrgi a
pocket parts were
all snugly filed by the July I effective date, the official govern-
ment Internet site was not updated until weeks after the July 1
date had come and gone.
KS Yes, currency, accuracy and quality of information will
always be issues on the Internet where anyone can post a Web
site. Legal researchers probably cannot be reminded often
enough to check the reliability of the sites they visit.
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LW: Do you have any final advice?
KS: Consumers should demand the following from legal
publishers:
Open and accurate pricing for all products, large and small.
Some publishers still practice the charade of forcing customers
to contact sales representatives to obtain such basic informa-
tion as price. There is simply no reason why customers should
not have access to a publisher's price list. The World Wide
Web provides all publishers with the ability to post current
prices, recent history of supplementation costs as required by
the FTC's Guides for the Law Book Industry and standard dis-
counting policies. Yet not one publisher's Web site provides
supplementation costs for the previous 2 years as recommended
by the FTC's Guides. While publishers are getting better about
posting initial prices, none are posting supplementation costs,
a critical piece of information for decision-making.
" The abandonment of non-disclosure provisions in fixed-rate
online contracts that prevent the customer from revealing the
terms of a contract to other parties. Such anti-competitive pro-
visions only serve to keep consumers in the dark and hinder
their abilities to negotiate for better rates.
" The ability to purchase one CD-ROM which will retain its
functionality even after a subscription has been canceled, with
the frequency of updating at the option of the consumer.
* The ability of an institution to purchase the number of user
licenses to an online service that its usage requires rather than
a number dictated by the number of attorneys in an institution.
For example, a firm with 50 attorneys may need licenses for
only 5 concurrent users but some publishers will dictate that
the firm pay on the basis of 50 attorneys in the firm.
" A subscription notification or update alert program for print
subscribers not on standing order.
Postage costs which more accurately reflect the actual cost of
shipping materials rather than some fixed percentage of the
materials' costs. Some publishers will send, for example, a
package containing 3 small pocket parts and charge shipping
costs of S15 based on a percentage of the materials' costs
rather than on than anything remotely resembling the real
shipping costs.
And finally, there is no reason why law book consumers should
be willing captives to the supplementation practices of law
publishers. While publishers are willing to send you all man-
ner of supplements, pocket parts, free-standing supplements,
revised volumes, interfiled pages and special reports, there is
no reason for consumers to accept blindly everything they
send your way. Taking control over this flood of material will
save you and you law firm thousands of dollars annually. a
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Cost Saving Tips At a Glance
" Subscribe to "lawlib" listserv to obtain books for the cost of
postage.
" Exercise strict controls over the purchase of duplicate copies.
Make an effort to force lawyers who desire personal copies
of items already in the library to purchase them at their own
expense.
" Avoid telemarketers. If one gets through to you, do not buy
anything from them unless you want to end up on the pub-
lisher's list of hot prospects. Request a flyer if you are at all
interested. Finally, ask to be taken off the publisher's
telemarketing list.
" Evaluate shipments before marking with a date or property
stamp. Be prepared to return unsolicited or unnecessary. If
unsolicited, request return label or claim at no cost under
terms of U.S. Postal law (39 U.S.C. §3009).
" Beware of solicitations disguised as invoices. These often fol-
low trial subscriptions. The tactic is based on the assumption
that you are more likely to renew a subscription to which you
already subscribe even though you never actually subscribed
by conscious decision.
" Pay in cash to avoid shipping and handling charges or to
obtain a discount (Matthew Bender's 5% cash discount, for
example).
" Remember that obtaining information for "free" on the
Internet may not be the most cost-efficient solution when a
proprietary service can deliver the information more quickly.
" Law firms without librarians should assign responsibility for
the library to one member of the firm.
Ken Svengalis has been a law librarian for
more than 20 years and has served as the
State Law Librarian in Rhode Island since
1982. He is adjunct professor for the Library
and Information Studies program at the
University of Rhode Island where he teaches a
graduate course in law librarianship.
His award winning book, The Legal
Information Buyer's Guide and Reference
Manual, contains more than 1250 comparative book reviews, thousands
of prices and supplementation costs, 'practitioners guides' to local law
materials and much more. The 2000 edition is available from Rhode
Island Law Press, 17 Mosher Drive, Barrington, RI 02806 or by FAX at
401-247-2163 for $99.
Lyn Warmath is Library Director at Hirschler, Fleischer, Weinberg, Cox &
Allen. She received her BA from Boston University and her Masters in
Library and Information Science from Catholic University.
SAMPLE COSTS OF VIRGINIA CORE MAXERIS IN HARD COPY
NEW COSTS RECENTLY ADVERTISED ANNUAL UPKEEP
USED COSTS I
Code of Virginia $500 $350 $300 (3 year average)
Virginia Administrative Code $195 Looseleaf (state) Not seen on used market* $130 (3 year average)
$335 Looseleaf (public)
$140 Softcover (state)
$230 Softcover (public)
Virginia Reports $18.74 Current volumes each $4000 for 245 volumes,
Current Volume: 256 S1200 for 199 volumes
Virginia Court of Appeals Reports $31.75 Current volumes each $300 $76.25 Advance sheets alone
Current Volume: 29 $38.15 Combined with books
Virginia Court Rules & Procedure $44.50 (West Group) $44.50' Annual, not supplemented
Annual, semi-annual supplementVirginia Rules Annotated $47.50 (L S) $.5included in purchase
Code of Virginia, Volume 11 $29 (LEXIS) $29" $6
South Eastern Reporter 1st Out of print $1000
South Eastern Reporter 2nd $6,320 $695 $840
South Eastern Digest $3712.50 $2195 $2464.63 in 1999
Virginia and West Virginia Digest $916.50 $675 $169.60 in 1993
$721.50 in 1999
Shepard's Virginia Citations $555 $325 $660
Shepard's South Eastern Citations $1790 $1100 $850
Black's Law Dictionary $39 $39*
Michie's Jurisprudence $1200 $850 $395 in 1998
Virginia Lawyers Weekly $259 $259
National Law Journal $149 $149
*New prices provided because used books are not available or offer negligible cost savings
-Mark your calendar for the
June 14-18, 2000 Virginia Beach
VWiraLa- 11
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CCH Federal Tax Library Comparison
This chart outlines the publications included Fede Fedal Fed* Feeral Federal Feau Fed"
in each CCH lntemnetSm Tax Research Lstary ir-y LbW Ubray Li bUiy bray Lbray
NetWorkTM Federal Tax Libray. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Additional options are available.
CURRENT IEAnU S AND JORNALSCCHeO taxTrackerT Daily News 0 0
Recent Legislative Developments 0 0
Weekty Federal Tax Newsletter 0 0 9 0
TAXES - The Tax Magazine 0 •
EXPLANATIOS AND ANAL.YSIS
Employee Benefits Explanations & Analysis 
_
Federal Estate & Gift Tax Repoter 
Federal Excise Tax Reporter •
Federal Tax Guide 0
Federal Tax Service 0 9 0
Multistate & Payrol Tax Rates and Summaries 
_
Standard Federal Tax Reporter 
_0 0 0
Standard Federal Tax Reporter- Archive to 1986 0
Tax Practice Guides 0 1 
_
Tax Treaties Reporter
U.S. Mdaster Tax Guide .
MURMARy SOURCE MATEIAS
Federal Tax Regulations 0 0 *
Internal Revenue Code 0 0 0 0 0 5 5
IRS Publicatons • 0 0 • 0
Rev. RuMns, Pmoadus and Otw Docurnents 0 0 S , 0 S
Archive Cases (1913 to date) & Letter Rulings 0
Current Cases 
- 0 0
Internal Revenue Code Archive (back to 1978) 
-
Internal Revenue Manual 0
Legislative Documents 
- -
Current Letter Rulings & IRS Positions -0 0 S 0P56CTICETOOLS
SCCPe Cattor • 0
CCH' perform plus Ir - interactive federal tax"'
forms an th Internet 0
iC,*oent L tter Toolkit T  9 0 0
CC~e IRS Acturwr Factors look-up tool 0 0 0 0
CCePDepreciation Toolkit 0 0 a 0
CCHO Election adCompliance Toolkit- 0 0 0
Tax Eletin Checklist 0 0
Tax Rates and Tables
Tax Tables, Charts and Checilists 0
U.S. Master,' GAAP & Depreciation Guide 0
For additional information contact Sue Lawless at I 888 224-7377 ext. 1826 or lawlesssacch.com
As of 6-W
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The answers you need, when you need them.
What do you look for in a tax research service? The most
comprehensive coverage? Ease of use, so you can get your
answers fast? Expert editorial analysis, to help you make
confident decisions? They're all critical to helping you
succeed. And our Internet-based Federal Tax Research
on Checkpoint delivers in each of these critical areas.
That's especially important when it comes to federal taxes,
where there's no room for compromise in a research service.
With the laws, Code and regulations changing virmally every
day, you need to stay on top of every detail. And have the
answers you need at your fingertips, when you need them.
Our Federal Tax Research on Checkpoint is not only the
most comprehensive research available. It also includes the
most complete editorial analysis, from the country's leading
experts. Along with constant updates that ensure you're
always working with the latest information.
Start with these authoritative Checkpoint
basics:
Federal Tax Coordinator 2d
Answers to real-world tax questions from the leader in
analytical tax reporting.
" RIA's expert editors bring you in-depth analysis written by
practitionersfor practitioners - and back up their
insights with citations to all controlling authorities.
" Complete coverage of the full range of tax issues -
income, FICA, FUTA, estate, gift and excise - organized by
subject for easy access. And, all conveniently updated in
place - no need to track down recent developments.
" Proven practice building tools, sample client letters,
checklists of tax-saving opportunities and other practice
aids help you better serve your clients while generating
revenue.
" Includes RIA's complete compilation of the Internal
Revenue Code and Treasury Regulations for speedy
reference.
0 Subscription also includes the full content of 52 issues of
RIA's renowned tax newsletter Federal Taxes Weekly
Alert, plus content from current year issues of the
Internal Revenue Bulletin and Tax Planning and
Practice Guides on the hottest topics.
United States Tax Reporter
Cut research time with RIA's premier Code-organized tax
reporter.
m A comprehensive and up-to-date source of law,
regulations, committee reports, cases, rulings and
explanations; full coverage of federal income, estate and
gift, and excise taxes.
" More annotations of cases and rulings, full-text reprints of
cases, and headnotes than any other tax reporter.
" Annotations - organized by both Code section and legal
issue - cite RIA's American Federal Tax Reports
(AFI'R) and other widely-used case reporters. Plus,
getting the latest opinions is easy, since updates are always
in place - no current development areas to track down.
" A simple paragraph numbering system based on Code
section numbers helps you find what you need quickly.
" Includes RIA's complete compilation of the Internal
Revenue Code, Treasury Regulations, and selected
Committee Reports.
1 Subscription extras include: full content of RIA's
renowned weekly newsletter Federal Taxes Weekly
Alert, weekly Internal Revenue Bulletin, and Tax
Planning and Practice Guides on the latest tax issues.
Expand your research power with additional Checkpoint
services.
RIAS American Federal Tax
Reports, Tax Court Reported and
Memorandum Decisions, Board
of Tax Appeals Reported and
Memorandum Decisions and IRS
Letter Rulings Pracox Aids
SoLrce Materia: Cases
Souroe Material: Code, Committee PIprt, Aeultin, Tax TreabiesThe most complete collection of federal tax case svo, MateW: MS PL*Vs & Relea eTolaw and IRS letter rulings and memoranda Soume Matena: TanCur & eal,, LewaRo l
SuCe Manra: Tao Cout a Federa Procdal Rils
available. Including advanced datasets of cases, Tax os k Ssm
Tax Guderulings, regs, PLRs, AODs and GCMs. Tax I A
Instantly access over 340 volumes of case law, TOxC (ax Notes Today, em)Toptc Indexes (Feder")
over 100,000 cases, and over 70,000 private wG& Fede-a Trea tes -CoTSfroa TCamaioc
WGFedera T. ndml aid General Federal Taxaionletter rulings. Search by keyword, headnote, taxw. edal rreaSe. P a, - t En Taxaion
year, court or circuit - or virtually any other field.
Link instantly to Checkpoint's in-depth analysis,
explanations, annotations and full-text case t-W .,iA:xI
law - or to RIA Citator 2nd - and back again.
Parallel cites to all major reporter services, including Checkpoint lots you select a search domain from the same screen you use
West and CCH, to streamline your research. to enter your keywords. It couldn't be easier.
0 American Federal Tax Reports (AFTR) - (1860 -
Current)
i Tax Court Reported and Memorandum Decisions (1942 -
Current)
a Board of Tax Appeals Reported and Memorandum
Decisions (1924 - 1942)
To Rat-o a Ooiox-nt by Ct~tn Chse: M
To AWtr., Omw OManwunms) COat," O taS 0.-
Find a Code r aS lag 1-tion by Citatimo
C.*tt Cods: FA Tanporay _
toOntot: 401(aXs) ,agO: 1.1 i03(.)-l
P..k t. .fl Proposd SVAat m:
R.q.Aa&O' (TO)
E..e: 91 E 1.22-1{e)(I)
Frd S e by Citation ML kan
Aft n~tm Fedog Tax Rwoft (Wn - Pmnm)
SAFTS 25 APIS
e S. Ct. t- U.S.
F. t F. 2d
F t. r.F. SU .2d
" IRS Letter Rulings and Technical Advice Memos
(1977 - Current)
" General Counsel Memoranda (1962 - Current)
" Actions on Decisions (1967 - Current)
Use the Citation Search feature for fast access to
documents which are searchable by citation:
cases, rulings, regulations, Code sections, etc.
RIA Citator 2nd
Check the strength or weakness of a case or ruling instantly
and accurately.
" Provides the complete judicial history of all tax cases,
rulings and Treasury Decisions decided, issued or cited
since 1954.
" RIA's expert editors supply accurate, up-to-date
evaluations of how each case or ruling has stood up in the
courts.
" The full judicial history of each case is clearly listed below
the case name for quick reference.
SAll evaluations dearly identify the key legal issues, and are
written in plain English.
" Fully integrated with RIA's library of public domain
materials for faster research.
" Link directly from case name or citation to the text of the
case or ruling on Checkpoint.
" Parallel cites to RIA's case reporters as well as West and
CCH to streamline your research.
Checkpoint - the premier research
service.
Searching with Checkpoint gives you more focused
results each time.
" Saved searches. Lets you save the parameters of any
search you do, so you can do an identical search later
to check for updated information.
" Scheduled searches. Checkpoint can automatically
execute a particular search for you on a regular basis,
to keep you up to date with the latest information on the
same subject. Checkpoint delivers the results right to
your e-mail.
" Multiple database searching. You can search
multiple databases like the Federal Tax Coordinator
2d and Citator 2nd with a single search. Customize
and save favorite database sets for re-use on a regular
basis.
* Editorial questions. Can't find what you're looking
for in Checkpoint? Just call RIA and our expert editors
will help you find the answers you need.
0 Field training and service. We offer an array of
training and support services to ensure your people
get the most from Checkpoint.
You can save the search parameters for up to 250
searches, then re-execute them later to view any new
information on the same subjects.
Expand your research power with additional Checkpoint
services.
RIA'S American Federal Tax
Reports, Tax Court Reported and
Memorandum Decisions, Board
of Tax Appeals Reported and
Memorandum Decisions and IRS
Letter Rulings
The most complete collection of federal tax case
law and IRS letter rulings and memoranda
available. Including advanced datasets of cases,
rulings, regs, PLRs, AODs and GCMs.
Instantly access over 340 volumes of case law,
over 100,000 cases, and over 70,000 private
letter rulings. Search by keyword, headnote, tax
year., court or circuit - or virtually any other field.
Link instantly to Checkpoint's in-depth analysis,
explanations, annotations and full-text case
law - or to RIA Citator 2nd - and back again.
Parallel cites to all major reporter services, including Chec
West and CCH, to streamline your research. to ent
" American Federal Tax Reports (AFR) - (1860 -
Current)
* Tax Court Reported and Memorandum Decisions (1942 -
Current)
a Board of Tax Appeals Reported and Memorandum
Decisions (1924 - 1942)
TO AM~ a D t by Ctat, Chen:T
TO hemS,,. Othe OoouowMtIS) Conta" Wte ChOSp..:
Find a Cod. or iLS US Scon by Citatil
Ear4": 401(sXs) i.a le: 11031(a)-I
P-66(t7ialPuo ROaa dbons:
1mm', 8661 sep. .2-()1
Find a Ca. by Citation aaino
Am Fedai Tax Poorts (IM - Or.ant)
SS, ". t- U.S.
'PF. d F. 2d
rp e F F. Srci,.2d
(F. S~pp r USTC
MS Practce
IRS publiations
Practic Ads
Source Material: Cases
Source Maleria: Code, Committee Raports, Regla ons, Tax Treaties
Source Material: IRS Rulngs & Paeases
Source Matehal: PeideI & Enacted Leislaton
Souce Material: Tax Coizt & Federal Procedural Rules
Tax Advisors Flarrmg System
Tax Desk
Tax Gude
Tax Legislation Analys
TaxBase (Tax Notes Today, am)
Topic Indexes (Federal)
WG8L Federal Treatises - Corporate Taxation
WGIL Federal Treatises - E5ectoroi Commerce
WG& Federal Treatises - Indvidual and General Federal Taxation
WGWL Federal Treatises - & Limited " Enti Texation
kpoint lets you select a search domain from the same screen you use
er your keywords. It couldn't be easier.
* IRS Letter Rulings and Technical Advice Memos
(1977 - Current)
" General Counsel Memoranda (1962 - Current)
m Actions on Decisions (1967 - Current)
Use the Citation Search feature for fast access to
documents which are searchable by citation:
cases, rulings, regulations, Code sections, etc.
Advanced search features simplify finding material.
IRS Practice
The most comprehensive and easy-to-use source of IRS
practices, policies and ethical guidelines.
i The Internal Revenue Manual (Audit and Administration)
" All IRS Market Segment Specialization Program Training
Guides (MSSPs)
" Market Segment Understandings (MSUs)
" Industry Specialization Program (ISP) Papers -
(Settlement Guidelines and Coordinated Issue Papers)
* Circular 230
" AICPA Statements of Responsibilities in Tax Practice
" IRS Telephone Directory and more
Compliance Tools
Stay compliant with ease using these tools:
" GoSystem Forms: over 5,000 federal and state tax
forms and instructions
" Elections and Compliance Statements
WG&L federal tax treatises give you
in-depth guidance on specific issues.
Get the definitive word on crucial tax topics from some of the
countrys most renowned experts. Here are just a few of the
federal treatises available on Checkpoint
" Federal Taxation of Income, Estates & Gifts,
Second/Third Edition, by Boris I. Bittker and Lawrence Lokken
" Federal Income Taxation of Corporations, and
Shareholders, Sixth Edition, by Boris I. Bittker and
James S. Eustice
" Federal Taxation of Partnerships and Partners, Third
Edition, by William S. McKee, William E Nelson, and Robert L
Whitmire
" Federal Income Taxation of S Corporations, Third
Edition, by James S. Eustice, and Joel D. Kuntz
" Limited Liability Companies: Tax and Business Law,
by Carter G. Bishop and Daniel S. K enberger
i IRS Practice and Procedure, Second Edition, by McMeld L
Saltzman
Easy functionality.
" Easy-to-use Search combines database selection and
keyword searching on one screen.
" Citation Search templates enable you to retrieve
documents fast.
" Search Connectors tool helps those unfamiliar with
Checkpoint's syntax.
Intelligent linking of information: a
Checkpoint exclusive.
You'll love the intelligent lindng of all documents within
Checkpoint - letting you jump from one area of research
to a related one, or from primary source documents to
related analysis, with a click of your mouse. No need to
run a new search or exit to a table of contents. Just click
the link. No jumping in, out and around to get to the
information you need.
Talk to your Account Manager about
these and other great Checkpoint
products.
You can select just those databases that fit your needs, or
purchase all of these products for the most complete federal
tax library anywhere.
Our Internet-based tax research on Checkpoint goes beyond
federal, to cover virtually every tax area.
Talk to your local RIA Account Manager today.
1-800-431-9025
or reach us on the World Wide Web at:
RlAcheckpoint.com
RIA is the Exclusive
Affinity Partner of the
AICPA and TEl
for Tax Research.
O 200 RIA. RIA and Checkpoint are trasemrs used herein under
license
Other names and traderaft or registered tradeerarks are Moperty
Of then reSOCtive oners.
0
0
Here's what you'll find
only at RIA:
Tax Research:
" 60 years of professional
publishing experience
" The most well-respected
experts in their fields
" The most comprehensive
catalog of products
" The greatest analyical depth
" The broadest coverage
Tax Compliance and
Management Software:
* 35 years of expertise dealing
with ever-changing law and
technology
* Clear understanding of real-
world tax department needs
* Devotion to automating and
streamlining tax department
processes
* The most complete line of tax
compliance and management
products anywhere
Technology:
" Unmatched investment in
research and development
" More industry firsts than
anyone
" Recognized leader in applying
advanced technologies
" Advanced client/server and
remote server technologies
395 Hudson Street * New York, NY 10014
1-800-431-9025
www.RlAhome.com
State and Local Taxes
Complete
Enjoy fast access to state and
local tax law - for all 50
states plus the District of
Columbia.
" Comprehensive coverage
of income, sales and use
tax, property tax and much
more.
" Features RIA's in-depth
explanation of the law,
written by RIA's in-house
state and local tax experts.
" Contains the full text of
relevant statutes,
regulations and legislative
history.
" State Search Wizard
makes searching easy
even when researching
multiple states.
" StateNet®- daily updates
of newly-enacted state
legislation.
" WG&L Journal of
Multistate Taxation.
" Federal court cases on
state issues.
" List of approved laws and
the All-States Tax Guide.
International Taxes
Whether you work for a large
corporation with foreign
subsidiaries or a small
company entering into a joint
venture with an overseas
company, you'll find the
International Tax Library an
invaluable resource.
We give you a full library of
WG&L international treatises
including transfer pricing titles
that cover all areas of
international tax law. These
WG&L tax treatises, along
with journals and newsletters,
are cross-referenced with
analysis and technical
explanations for quick access.
BB-24 0100
2~1
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CCH Federal Tax Library Comparison
This chart outlines the publications included
in each CCH Intrmets Tax Research
NetWorkTM Federal Tax Library.
Additional options are avallable.
Federal Federal Federa Fed"ra Feda Fed"ra
Uy Ury Ubray UbMVa Ubmuy Ubray UU"a
1 2 3 5 6 7
CURRlENT FEATURES AND JOURNAL-s
CCI* taxTra erT Daily Ntews & A n si•
Recent Legistative Development T0 R e r
Weely Federal Tax Newsletter 0 * 0 0 •
TAXES - The Tax Magazine 0 0 0IEXPLANATIONS AND ANAy-815
Emplyee Benefits Explanations & Analysis • ,
SFedeal! Estate & Gift Tax Reporter 0
.Federal Excise Tax Reporter •
Federal Tax Guide 
_Federal Tax Se ,'e • ••
Multistate & PayroN Tax Rates and Summaries
Standard Federal Tax Reporter 
_____
Standard Federal Tax Reporter- Archive to 1986
Tax Practice Guides
Tax Treaties Reporter
U.S. Master Tax Guide a
PMMAy SOURCE MATERIALS
Federal Tax Regulations • • A.. .L. .
Internal Revenue Code A... • •
IRS Publications; O C O .e S
Rev. Rulings, Prooerand Ott Documnts ; 0 0
Archive Cases (1613 to date) & Letter Ruings
Current Cases 
- 0
Internal Revenue Code Archive (back to 1978) 0
Internal Revenue Manual 0
Legislative Documents 0
Current Letter Rulings & IRS Positions -0 0 • 0
PRACTIE TOOLSCCH Ctator ., • • •
CCH perform plus 11 inteactive federal tax
forms on the Intemet 0 0 0 0
CCH Client Letter ToolkitTm  * _ 0 0 0 9
CCHe IRS Acturgrial Factors Jook-u tool 0 0 9 .
CCHOeorecation Toolkit " • • 2 0
CCleElection and Compliance Toollitm - 0
Tax Election Checklist - 0 0 •
Tax Rates and Tables 9 0 0
Tax Tables, Charts and Checkit M'
U.S. Masterr- GAAP & Depreciation Guide
As of S-22.00
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For additional information contact Sue Lawless at 1 888 224-7377 ext. 1826 or lawlesss(gch.com
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Exer A ai Prmr Source
" Cm Coprain an0 R ouet - icui-
Passthrugh EniisRv.R 0 e. Prc. oie
" Estte and Trst @ R uliain
"60 Exmp Oraiain an N Seetdflltx fLeilto
Prvt Fonain wit ComtteReot
" Foeg Taato H als3Catan it
*~ Cicua 230 .. '
N6 A3 SttCoean gs
Prctc ools a - 3
" Elcto Seet
" Ln-By-n RserhGis
. Ge yorFEET* at* ww .natxco
Call 00-37.103 orcntactyourlocalreprsenaie
* .6 6. * 6 * U * -
*m rcl Ta TNOS *50 -
UPL.
and :aed he a o
BNAoax Mnageent
fro Grs Icm an. as
NEWS HIGHLUGHTS
i 301-00
The rIUma T= RAmr Oftubun ftsm TM AUS4st
30-0
Tax !ra'eo m
Ideal for sole practitioners and smaller firms, TaxUbrary.com prov i g p gish
explanations of tax law, primary source research material, weekly' qg 1,idremiiable analysis.
Plus, you can create your own Personal Carrel where you cart'save rJ cli organize it, and
add your own notes and comments. Why spend hours searching through arious Websites when
all the information you need is organized in one place? : -
Sign up today for afree 30-day trial at www.taxlibrary2cor-n nd begin using the intelligent
Internet tax research solution.
AaYTT
PUT AWAY ALL YOUR
OTHER TAX REFERENCES man
V 19 Volumes (on one CD) of Expert
Analysis and Explanation
V Kleinrock's Bi-Weekly Printed
Federal Tax Bulletin
New!
V Kleinrock's Tax Planning and
Practice Library
V Complete, Fully Updated Code and
Regulations
V A Comprehensive Library of 60,000
Cases and Rulings
V IRS Publications, Audit Guidelines,
Treaties and Much More...
Kleinrock's
TA IBAY
Don Lee
AccoWI MavWe
TA Free: 88-821.2665
iec Dia: 301/287.2665
Fax 301/287.2188
E-ffak deeeug.com
11300 Rockv;Be Pike - Sut 1100 * Rockv~i MD 20852
COMPREHENSIVE ... AUTHORITATIVE ...
BECAUSE YOU HAVE TO BE RIGHT EVERY TIME
supwu Aueymb mand Emplanat l .
You get 19 volumes (7.600 pages) of thor-
oughly practical explanation and analysis
covering a full range of federal tax topics.
Our experts give you everything you need
to understand even the most complex
issues. make informed recommendations.
prepare clean, penalty-free returns, and
answer all of your clients' questions
quickly and confidently:
" A clear explanation of the law backed by
extensive cites to controlling authonties
* Links to the full text of every document cited
" Practical examples applying the law to real
world situations
" Planning tips and tax preparation pointers
With Kleinrock's straightforward analysis
at your fingertips, you'll be able to find
answers fast and reach conclusion-, with
complete confidence.
BI-Weeldy Pnflutd f1deml Tax
BEllwdL Let our editors provide you
with a concise overview of what's
happening in federal taxation and the
potential impact on your clients. Our
expert staff analyzes all new statutes.
regulations. cases and rulings, and
explains them clearly and concisely.
Kleinrock's bi-weekly printed Federal
Tar Bulletin puts quick-read analysis of
recent changes at your fingertips.
Tax Panning and Practice
Ubriry. Our newest and fastest growing
library gives you more than 150 invalu-
able tax planning and practice articles and
election statements. You get everthing
from steps you can take to protect yourself
against malpractice suitS, to expert guid-
ance on how to minimize AMT. accelerate
deductions. avoid the accumulated earn-
ings tax. and dozens more.
Complete Cod* and Me". Get the
answers you need directly from the
source. You gain access to complete up-
to-date versions of the Internal Revenue
Code and Treasury Regulations
(proposed. temporary and final).
IRS Publicadows. Find quick answers
to thousands of questions that typically
arise during tax return preparation with
the nuts-and-bolts guidance provided by
IRS Taxpayer Information Publications.
These clearly written guides put a wealth
of practical information within easy reach.
Complete IRS Rurings See how the
IRS has applied the law to thousands of
specific fact situations. With more than
40.000 Revenue Rulings. Letter Rulings.
TAMs. and GCMs available. Kleinrock's
IRS rulings databases are an invaluable
source of answers to the questions that
you face even- day in your practice.
Comprohenslvo Case law. Get the
final word on U.S. tax law from the
definitivc CD-ROM case law library.
This extensive database includes more
than 20.000 District. Claims. Tax,
Appeals. and Supreme Court decisions -
the equivalent of more than 200 printed
volumes.
So Muoh Morn. Rounding out
Ta.rEpern are more than a half-dozen
additional valuable databases: IRS Audit
Guidelines. Revenue Procedures. Notices,
Announcements.Committee Reports, TD
Preambles, IRS Penalties Handbook. U.S.
Tax Treaties. and many more.
ANSWER ANY TAX QUESTION IN 3 EASY STEPS
1. Enter Your Search
. ..... . . HIS.... I. ~ A
2.
Browse
Your
Results
3. Retrieve Your Answer
nll It t " r
al i! I g ) I j Ca 03 ba-iij. owm is I t OIt~ipil plti so M 6"Ana 
a..'-. a . S.C. JI (IM), IN. F.1 Wg (414111 Ca,'
S 111.) raps III U S. 1W tIM). t4 in anwm ft- tmIa3@fm
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2READ WHAT pRACT T ER dAR
SAYING ABOUT TAXEXPERT ARE
I'4ve used CCH and ENX in the Past and
TaxExpert is nr only research package... The
analysis is clearer and more practical, and it's
silzY l amazing how r=ich valguble information they
pack on one disc."
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Kleinrock's
TAX IR R
November 3, 1999
Dear Subscriber:
Enclosed please find your October 1999 edition of TaxExpert. I'm happy to tell you that with
the October release, we've made several valuable additions, including two new libraries.
The first, Kleinrock's Tax Planning and Practice library, contains over 150 articles and
election statements designed to help you implement the best tax-saving strategies for your clients.
You get expert guidance on how to minimize AMT, plan around the kiddie tax, accelerate deductions,
avoid the accumulated earnings tax, and dozens more. All the articles are linked to the Analysis and
Explanation, so you can easily jump from an article to the explanation of the law and vice versa.
The second new library is Teaury Decision Preambles. This library contains the full text
of all Treasury Decision Preambles released from 1995 to present (254 total). These preambles give
valuable insight into the IRS's reasons for implementing new regulations and how they expect them
to operate. Next time you're stuck trying to interpret a regulation, you can easily go to the preamble
for guidance.
Finally, you'll find a new volume in the Analysis and Explanation: Foreign Income and
Tran actions, featuring chapters on the foreign earned income exclusion, the foreign tax credit,
Subpart F income, foreign personal holding companies, and passive foreign investment companies.
Plus, we've added in-depth chapters on private foundations and debt instruments.
I'm sure you'll agree that these enhancements make Kleinrock's TaxExpert an even more valu-
able research tool. Please feel free to call us at 1-800-678-2315 if you have any questions (or send an
e-mail to kleinrock@ucg.com).
Sincerely.
Alistair M. Nevius
Kleinrock's . Editorial Director
IJWI Lee
ToEFe: 888-821-2665
Diect Phone:301/287.2665
Fax: 301/287.2158
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FUTURE SECTION MEETINGS
2001 MIDYEAR MEETING-JANUARY 11-14, 2001, PRINCESS & PHOENICIAN, SCOTTSDALE, AZ
2001 MAY MEETING--MAY 10-12, 2001, GRAND HYATT, WASHINGTON, DC
2001 ANNUAL MEETING-AUGUST 2-4, 2001, SHERATON CHICAGO, CHICAGO, IL
2002 MIDYEAR MEETING-JANUARY 17-19,2002, SHERATON, NEW ORLEANS, LA
2002 MAY MEETING-MAY 9-11, 2002, GRAND HYATT, WASHINGTON, DC
2002 ANNUAL MEETING-AUGUST 8-14, WASHINGTON, DC-
2002 FALL MEETING--OCTOBER 17-19, CENTURY PLAZA AND ST. REGIS HOTEL, LOS ANGELES. CA'
ABA SERVICE CENTER
800/285-2221
The ABA Service Center is your one-stop shop for
inquiries and orders related to ABA publications,
ABA/CLE-sponsored programs, membership status and
dues information, change of address requests, and the
ABA Member Advantage Program. You can reach the
Service Center by email at service@abanet.orr.
SECTION E-MAIL
TAX@ABANET.ORG
Remember. as an efficient alternative to the telephone the
Tax Section also has e-mail to provide easycommunica-
tion between members and staff regarding all section-
related activities. Please feel free to contact us at
tax@abanet.org. You also may reach us by phone at
202/662-8670.
VISIT US ON THE WEB
WWW.ABANET.ORG/TAX/
Check out the new and improved Section of Taxation
website! At www.abanet.ora/tax/, you can find the latest
news on Section meetings and CLE opportunities. contact
Section and Committee leaders, review the Section's
recommendations to the government and the ABA House
of Delegates, view and download The Tax Lawyer and
Newsletter, order Section publications, link to more than
150 websites of interest to tax law professionals, partici-
pate in Section discussion groups/listservs. and more.
Section members can enjoy free use of Comm-Online,
our new searchable database of committee meeting mate-
rials developed in partnership with the Section's primary
corporate sponsor, LEXIS Publishing'. The Section of
Taxation website also is your gateway to the ABA's
online Section Directory, which allows ABA members to
locate other members by name, location, and Committee
affiliation. N
Ngoa the Smmer 2000. sson
Newsle -er, mem.bets of the Secdion will be able' t.&ew and download individual articles oran entire issue fi"i;i
the Section's website at wTaaiet.orwb34wb/.T1o do this, you will need your eight-digit ABA member ID and-
password, as well as Adobe Acrobat Reader software, which is free on the intemet if you don't already have it on
your system. If you can't remember your ID number or password, contact the ABA Member Service Center at
service 0 abanet.ore.
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Discovery of Electronic
Documents for the Tax Litigator
Produced by ABA-CLE and the Section of
Taxation, 2000
William A. Whitledge
Effective lawyers must know how to manage
electronic documents and evidence to maximize
their clients' positions. Learn what electronic
documents are, why they are important, and
what makes them unusual. Find out how to
access this information and what it will cost you
and your client. Also learn how to authenticate
electronic evidence and use it to your client's
advantage and whether or not e-mail constitutes
a business record.
Running Time: 1 hour, 30 minutes
1.5 MCLE credit hours in 60 minute States
TOODEDA Audio Package (includes Book): $150 I
TOODEDB Softbound Book: $35
Dissecting COBRA's New Rules
Produced by ABA-CLE and the Section of
Taxation, 1999
FACULTY
Phyllis C. Borzi
Greta E. Cowart
Diane J. Fuchs
Rose Marie J. Chidichimo
Michael Doran
Alhn Txo.,-.1."
!
FACULTY
Robert T. Duffy
Kenneth J. Withers
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To order publications, call the order department and not the issuing division. All addresses and
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accounting and auditing practice questions should be directed to the Technical Information
Hotline, 888/777-7077.
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